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Across

1 Swallowed rubbish before turn (6)

4 Is cross about school they cut (8)

10 Advertisement circular comes in initially extolling Senegalese soft 
furnishings (7)

11 Angrily I see about vermin (7)

12 Plum pudding not very good (4)

13 Ramshackle office employs hairdressers (10)

16 Get nourishment from old Japanese capital surrounded by wetland 
(4,2)

17 Pope's retro belief fit no parish, essentially (7)

20 Tellytubby's new companion has large cloaks (7)

21 Sports body backing Bentos's partner in fight (6)

24 Having been given a new job, usher arranged foxtrot and ran away 
(10)

25 Indian city right in range? (4)

27 In war over Japanese islands multiple assaults started here (3,4)

29 His hut collapsed trapping last dog (4-3)

30 Description of job for programmer to replace artist in 21 has an 
attraction (8)

31 Centre-left fund-raising event is ineffectual (6)

Down

1 Cricket side follow resistance leader being kept apart from the public 
(5,3)

2 Four-legged fungus specialists disturbed to be wearing clothes (7-4)

3 River personnel lacking their leader (4)

5 Odd members of cult in a little fancy footwork at precarious position 
(8)

6 Vehicle and drug seizures up in southern France, causing panic (5,5)

7 Rocky material round and about (3)

8 Most cunning actress finishes in bizarre style (6)

9 As an example, Sir Alex Ferguson supports a racecourse (5)

14 Get tea sorted after bear throws out fifth female protester (11)

15 It is sometimes dangerous to jump to this end (10)

18 Fight about bringing up crassly vulgar hairdo (8)

19 Forgive one leaving the country for former port (8)

22 Three-man team putting up pictures being blocked by yob (6)

23 Poetry not about to come back (5)

26 Annoy male - providing female! (4)

28 Rotten switch position (3)


